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THE PROBLEMS AND SIGNIFICANCF OF iMm FCTDI A »   ^> 

METALWORK.NC iS^nSXS^••• « 
John E. Wilson, Vice-president for Manufacturing, SC M Corporation 

1 

Industrial success in today's world demands careful 
planning and a broad knowledge of modern manufactur- 
ing techniques and practices. It is no longer enough to 
design a satisfactory product; the manufacturing process 
.t*l! must be designed so that the product can be made 
economically enough to be competitive in world trade or 
locally. Industrial success, whether local or world-wide 
is predicated on the capability to produce with economy' 
whether  hve   or   five   thousand   items   arc   manufac- 

Integral to economical production is the implementa- 
tion o» a system of standards, particularly in the metal- 
working industry. These standards provide a common 
uni of reference that enables the industry to produce 
parts that are interchangeable, a necessity for efficient 
product• and enables more time to be devoted to 
creative efforts in determining new product appli- 
cations. «pi«! 

When a designer can specify a type of screw, nut, or 
huit by a number or letter designation that signifies its 
exact composition and dimensions, his time is then free 
or more exacting technical work. In one United States 

typewriter manufacturing plant, for example, the same 
screw ,s used forty-six times in one style of typewriter: 
the designers and production planners need only specify 
"  number-  Engineering time that might  be spent on 
individua  design for each screw ,s more appropriately 
spent on dev is.ng better designs and production methods' 

By using a number of standardized parts in a product' 
production costs are kept to a minimum and maximum 
use is obtamed for each part. If each of the forty-six 

co^wVlf KXan.Ple Waf t,fdiflerent d«'«n. Production costs would be almost doubled. Materials can be pur- 
chased at lower costs when the quantity is increased 
storage problems are minimized, similar machines can be 
used to produce the par. and similar training can be 
gi\en io machine operators. 

The important role of standards in industry was ex- 

wi /y c rn:Reck-editor °r ,he b^ *«'''«"/ Mamhirds ;f, a Modem Economy;' 

-The partnership bei ween science and standards 
holds the secret to the extraordinary dynamism and 
pn.duct.Mi> of modern industiial technology This 
parinersh.r. begins at .he laboratory door, it pervades 
an processes of production. ,t comes to rest only when 
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the goods are used up in the hands of the ultimate 
consumer. wt 

This paper examines this partnership and provides a 
knowledge of how standards can help any country i 
developing its metalworking industry. The paper des- 
cribes the complex nature of standards and the means 
through which standards are developed and implemented 
stressing the importance of a national set of standards as' 
ajiecessary   ingredient   in  a  successful   metalworking 

,'", iSdit,ion' ,I
1
1C P,a'1er >•;>nzes the existing sources 

available to a developing country for use in preparing 
its own standards system, with the recommendation that 
this be done at an early date. Libraries throughout the 
world contain documentation of the standards experi- 
ences of other countries, published in several languages 
Most of the national standards organizations already in 
existence provide material, on their experiences in 
implementing and devising standards, to other countries 
requesting it. 

Some   national   governments  also   help   developing 
countries  m   standardization.  The  Agency   lor  Inter- 
national Development of the United States Government 
lor example, sends such aid to countries requesting it 

International organizations also provide assistance 
I he United Nations, sponsor of this and other symposia 
m industrialization, plans to increase its work in the field 
of standards. Plans call for expansion of research and 
information facilities and technical assistance through 
meetings, the estab'ishmeni of standards institutes the 
sponsoring of fellowships and assignment -'--„ad of 
experts. 

The United Nations also plans to w„ik more closely 
with the International Organization for Standardization, 
a group of fifty-one nations whose co-operative work 
results in standards which may be used b> all to facilitate 
international trade and to improve locil production 
Other regional groups, such as the Pan American Stan- 
dards Committee and the I uropean Committee on the 
t o-ordinalion of Standards, also facilitate the imple- 
mentation of standards by a developing muntry The 
results  of  the   applications   o!   standards   to   modern 

industry are thus readily available lo developing countries 
I he necessity of standards in industry ,s widely accep- 

ted today, after decades o| experience." Standards, how- 
ever, have long been prevalent in all forms of social 
relationships, much longer, in l.ict. than ihcv have been 
used in industrial production 
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They are so interwoven in the daily pattern of life that 
they are sometimes difficult to recognize. Language itself 
is a type of standard. The words defined in a dictionary 
must be combined in patterns that are recognizable in 
order to convey a thought. Without accepted standardiza- 
tion of these patterns, their meanings would not be 
understood. 

Standards of measurement have been used since Man 
found it necessary to calculate dimensions and distances. 
At first, the standards consisted of the natural elements, 
but as civilization became more sophisticated, standards 
did also. There was no need in antiquity for a standard 
specifying the number »if inches in a foot or centimetres 
in a metre, but this is a requisite of a modern industrial 
age. 

Standards thus are necessary in all phases of life as 
models or examples. Their application to modern 
industry is particularly crucial for, in industry, they 
represent solutions to problems which continually re- 
occur, ivlodern industrial standards provide a guide for 
design, manufacture, and use of an item by slating specific 
requirements for acceptability and implementation. 
Standards describe the item or an action pertaining to it 
in such a way thai misunderstanding is not possible. In 
addition, a measuring method for conformation is an 
integral part of the standard. 

Standards are written to provide consistency and uni- 
formity for any item al any stage of production, as raw 
material or as a finished product, and can describe any 
process involved in production or use. Since standards 
are essential to producing identical parts that can '«c 
interchanged, they are essential to modern metalworking 
industries which conven metallic materials into parts or 
products. The artisan who made bows and arrows did not 
have to be concerned with keeping each set he made 
consistently unitomi, but the facltiry that manufactures 
typewriter parts today must ensure that each part »if a 
certain kind is 'iiut'orm and can be used in place of another 
like it a task that can be accomplished only if standards 
are maintained l»> measure the uniformity. 

Industrial standards may be established to encompass 
a company, an industry, a nation or even a group of 
nations. Regardless of the intended scope, those stand- 
ards whose impact in a country is more than company- 
wide should he co-ordinated through a national stand- 
ards organization. Also. 11 is through national standards 
bodies that representation in international standards 
organizations is ellecled. 

Much can Ix gained from a thorough study of the 
standards systems in elicci in the older, more developed 
countries and of those that result from the work of 
international groups. Ihese systems took much time to 
develop and. although certain national specifics must be 
considered, the developing country can benefit by 
adapting these standards 

Hie importance of the early implementation of a 
standards system cannot he overemphasized. In some 
cases, an agreement on a standard method is a necessity 
before industrial development can begin, let alone 
progress Standards tor a measurement system and 
electrical power, foi instance, must be in use before an 

industry can flourish and survive in today's complex and 
competitive commercial environment. 

H()W STANDARDS ARH MADF 

The establishment of a standard, whether it be for use 
in the metalworking industry or another, may be effected 
through voluntary or compulsory methods. When a 
voluntary standard is enacted, a manufacturer may 
decide whether it is in his best interests to use it, deter- 
mining whether the standard is compatible with his 
production methods or whether it is not. These standards 
arc usually produced by a body of representatives of 
trade associations, user groups, engineering societies and 
the like, on a national, industrial »ir international level. A 
compulsory standard, on the other hand, is usually 
produced by a political or governmental group such as a 
legislative or administrative body: laws or other regula- 
tions mandate using the standard and often impose 
punishment for not using it. 

't is through the eiiiploymen' of a flexible standards 
system that considers the views and ideas of all concerned 
that the United States economy and other? like it have 
achieved industrial success. Views arc not frustrated by 
legislative entanglement and the dictates of a small 
political group: rather, they are accelerated by the free 
interchange of ideas. In much the same way as informa- 
tion is exchanged at international meetings, the voluntary 
means »if pmducing standards bring representatives from 
all groups concerned about a problem together to find an 
effective solution. All aspects of the problem are con- 
sidered and a solution that brings each aspect into proper 
locus results in better products for the consumer at lower 
costs. 

However, the exclusive use of either the voluntary or 
the compulsory method of standardization does not 
provide results as effective as does a combination. 
Voluntary standards stimulate the production of better, 
less expensive goods for internal and external trade. 
Compulsory standards, however, provide the best means 
for regulating facets of manufacturing that concern safety 
or general public welfare. 

In the United States, for example, an existing v»>luntary 
standard provides a series of guidelines and rules for 
industries that want to avoid tractions and use decimals. 
Those manufacturers that see disadvantages in changing 
from one system to the other have the choice of not using 
the standard: however, those who feel the advantages 
outweigh the disadvantages are provided with a uniform 
system that has been given careful and thorough con- 
sideration. Since this matter does not concern the general 
public, industries themselves can best determine whether 
it is to their advantage to implement the standard or 
whether implementation would increase their production 
costs urn greatly and thus increase the consumer price. 

On the other hand, members of the metalworking 
industry in the United States are bound, by state and 
federal laws, to provide certain safety features for 
employees. In most slates, for example, the law stipulates 
that power presses for trimming, forming, stamping or 
assembling metals must be equipped with guards that 
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keep the operator's fingers out of a danger zone when the 

Krévrs'tï- Thes?uards ma" ^ä the area m which the punch press moves downwards to 
form the metal or they may provide some means for 
moving the operator's hands out of the way 

One type of guard actually sweeps the operator's hands 
away ,f they are in «he path of the ram of the press asi 

HS rTin tt"d her PU"S "* °pe""ort h""* ^ 
bv a cable, 1 .í dang,er

u
zone- A nylon band connected 

by a cable to the rain of the press is worn by the operator 
he does not remove his hands before «he presses 

ts downward movement, the cables automatically pul 

elw«* a,î OUt °fthC Way- Some "^ines must he 
ffi:Í,¡ SW,lch ,h:" "I»• 'he simultaneous 
action of both the operator's hands to activate the press 

sh eldedrÍ íh^ TÚÍeS that aCtiVa,e thc ^ •^ shielded so thai «hey cannot be accidentally struck  In 
h se instances safety, no, cos«. is ,he prime considerati' 

íhneds;ahndlaT'aCUlrCr "" "" ""**  ^ to "»^ 

However, the intent of ,he law is to safeguard em- 
ployees, not to handicap the manufacturer by'ríq ,Z 

KIT?e expcnses lor saFety mecha,-m «B 
S»£?t

ah£C?in ,>PC 0fgUard and a »"«"«ftcturer leels that another type would be better, he usually nv.v 
apply to change .he prescribed procedure * 

Standards may also be prepared by company manage- 
ment for use wi.hm a single company. They stand X 

Set "hlCh haU:°n,y a11 '"temaleirectfthatfst 
make the company's production more efficient   These 
company standards should always be compatible » tn" 
existing national and international standardUpovid 

rrP:srha,,dtomakcih^-d-,a-a^ 
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Voluntary standards 

Voluntary standards usually arise because a group with 
common interests is able ,o see that economies.Ig 
quality products, or both can result from adoption of; 
standard procedure or part. Standardization of certain 
parts   for example, results in a substantial reduction 
-nventory and thus effects a reductio,: i„ operati n", 
commonly used parts do not have to be designe      'm 
and again. The resultant econom.es enable «"he   a e 
an .«em a« a more competitive price, and thus make the 
standard more appealing to the producer 

Moreover, because standards set up only minimum 
Iual.hcations »or a product, they encourage the ml 

Icture of better products. When most manufacture«• 

standards  those whose products do not measure up to 
h«e_ standards will not have consumer acceptance    n 

addition   manufacturers will be motivated to fmpro 
e r pn,ducts beyond the minimum standards inX 

o capture more of the consumer market. When more 
•han one manufacturer produces a product The To 
sumer compares the qualities and prices of the produis 

q Z nrU7g, " ^ C°nSUmer "" °bt• « "X 
hew Li Vatua ComParable Pri«. it is natural That 
ne w,|| choose «he better product. Since the manufacturer 

tries to provide the consumer with what he wants   it 
follows that better goods will be continually pXed 

tarilve  ab^'h100' "^ UC,S aS "nation" for vln 
W e,ïdbllshme * standard. The standard in the United 

oùt e    nai T:V,deS a nUmbcred identification system S 
outlet and inlet systems for compressed gas cylinders is in 

~.,,ei8inal,y a vo,un,ary sta-'-d h 0: 

one gas canno, be conn ,      .      y "dcr con,aini"8 
<,«,-„„   K ••''' '° a ''ne mean, for another 

well as threads of dilTcrcn» s i/es prevent interchange- 

the industry a manufacturer can obtain .he gas |lc needs 
confident that „ is compatible with the co n ex io,s' 
already m use in his factory connexions 

Once the need for a standard has been agreed upon, a 

from || T.Uha,Cd y a 0,mm",CC °r reP^nia.iv« irom all of  the groups concerned:  leaders ¡„ desian 
man^acure  and t.se. This commit.ee determ   es wh i 
• he standard  should accomplish,  »ha.  industrial  • 
geographical areas would be involved, and wh     e 

Ä„'!leb7s andrcMll,rcmt"ms arc «» w ~(- • 
mm 1. r C,WCCil divc^*e,,, rMti•> S"»«W he maintained on .he committee lor .he esiablishmen. of a 
standard thai is mos. effective 

A subcommittee .hen prepares a draft of .he standard 
nd sub    ts     1O ln    ,)mmil|cc ,„. o)mmcm * 

are made and considered, and .he revised draft is sen. 
o a broad group of mteresied individuals and organisi- 
ons.   I he comm.t.ee considers all commcn.s received 
making changes in .he chalí where needed, before vo„ng 
on a lina draft. If approved, thi. draft would be adopu-d 
and   made  avaHable  for implementation.  (A   detailed 
explanation of commi.iee workings m a specific voluntary 
standards  organization  is  m   pamphlet   PR-V    The 
Organization and Work of Sectional C nmmi.tees Operat- 
ing under the Constitution. By-Laws, and Procedure of 
he American Standards Assoc.a.ion". available Ihrough 

the   American   Standards   Association,    |()   | ;,sl   40th 
Street. New York. New York 10016.) 

There are some cases in which a voluntary standard 
may be prepared by a government agency. Because of its 
unique position, a government mav perceive the need 
lor a standard before the industries concerned do or may 
even be requested by an industry to provide a standard 
A period of research and orientation would .hen ensue 
in which a competent government engineer familiarizes 
himse I  with  thc situation.  He may arrange  personal 
consultations with product producers and users   or he 
may  confer  with  them  by  telephone  or  ,„a,f   Once 
sufficient data has been compiled, he prepares a drat, of 
the standard which is distributed lo as many concerned 
parlies as practical for criticism and comment 

In order to make the final draft as universally accept- 
able as possible, all comments are thoroughly and 
carefully reviewed. Changes that improve the standard 
are made in the draft which is again sent out for review 
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and comments. The procedure is repeated until substantial 
agreement is attained. When a standard is final, it is 
issued as a government document that may be used by 
manufacturers. 

The group originating a voluntary standard should 
retain responsibility for it. Periodically, it should be 
reviewed and changes to keep it up-to-date should be 
recommended. It might seem that continually revising a 
standard would impose undue difficulties on the manu- 
facturers, hut the experience in the United States has 
shown that this reviewing and updating actually bring the 
manufactured object closer and closer to the consumer's 
ideal. As producers continually improve their product to 
meet competition, higher requirements in approved 
standards are compatible with their own facilities. 

If changes are necessary to keep the standard consistent 
with technological, sociological, or other advances, they 
must be made. Since the manufacturer is constantly 
improving hi:; product to meet consumer demands, a 
standard becomes virtually useless if it does not keep 
pace. Information gained from the practical use of the 
standard is also of importance in determining changes. 
Some part of a standard may have appeared usable while 
it was being written, but field experience may prove 
otherwise. 

When voluntary standards are as successful as they are 
in the United States, certain conditions must exist. Since 
adherence is nonobligatory, the standards must be 
acceptable to many different groups. This necessitates 
the inclusion of compromises between conflicting desires 
so that the standard can be widely used. All major 
interests must be given the opportunity to help in pre- 
paring the standard. Even a single negative vote in the 
balloting for adoption must be given careful considera- 
tion and must result in action acceptable to all members 
of the committee. 

In many countries the United States for one - groups 
issuing voluntary standards must ensure that they con- 
form to existing laws. For example, voluntary standards 
in the United States must not be adopted which act in 
restraint of trade. Manufacturers must not conspire to 
fix prices, for instance, since this would he unfair to those 
not included. In other countries, however, such practices 
are within the limits of the law and are even encouraged. 
Giant steel cartels are legal in Huropc, prohihited in the 
United States. 

It is important, too, that producer and consumer 
interests are balanced when a voluntary standard is 
established. The producer wants to keep costs down and 
sell his goods at the highest prices they can command. 
The less it costs him to produce an item and the more 
he sells it for, the greater his profits will he. whether he 
receives them in monetary form or whether he receives 
more or belter goods through bartering. The consumer, 
on the other hand, wants high quality goods as cheap as 
possible. Since the standard provides minimum require- 
ments, the views of both must be reconciled for optimum 
effectiveness. 

The means by which voluntary standards are produced 
provides a distinct advantage. Because so many interests 
musi be consulted and because all are considered, the 

standard that is issued is generally more usable and 
practical than if just one group or agency was responsible 
for the formulation. There is, in a way, a cross-fertilization 
of ideas that results in a more complete document. 
Pooling their ideas, many leaders can formulate a better 
standard than just one working alone. Often more ideas 
result when several people meet together. Individual ideas 
are mutually shared and used, and the proposals by one 
sometimes trigger new ideas from someone else. The very 
fact of meeting and discussing a problem together acts 
as a catalyst for new ideas. 

The fact that so many are involved in the production 
of a standard also means that a selfish proposal has little 
chance of adoption. A political group, for example, 
which desired a standard to promote its own interests 
would be foiled unless the standard had universal merit; 
only those standards which are truly desired and needed 
will be adopted. 

Since voluntary standards usually arise, in part at 
least, from manufacturers and those most knowledgeable 
in the area of technological advances, little time will be 
lost in updating. 

Voluntary standards in no way restrict the adoption of 
laws to protect public health, safety, and welfare. If a 
government feels that a voluntary standard does not have 
enough safety features, it can mandate a standard that 
does. Likewise, if a private group feels that a govern- 
mental standard is not strong enough, it can adopt a 
stronger one. 

Because private manufacturers produce voluntary 
standards, their husinesses remain less affected by 
government restrictions and controls and, in effect, 
regulate themselves. New ideas are encouraged and can 
he quickly implemented when governmental machinery 
does not have to be activated. 

Progress can be accomplished more rapidly in a non- 
restrictive environment. The phenomenal achievements 
made by Japanese industry in such a situation are proof 
of this. The slow legislative proceedings that institute 
compulsory standards often hinder a manufacturer. His 
methods of production are tightly regulated through 
centralized control. If he wishes to deviate from the 
prescribed method, a complex legislative procedure must 
be followed. Knowing this, his incentive for implementing 
new and better procedures diminishes. 

Despite the advantages that diverse interests provide in 
standard making, certain disadvantages also are inherent. 
A variety of groups naturally will have a variety of 
opinions, making a consensus difficult. It has already 
been noted that the committee promulgating a voluntary 
standard considers all criticisms and comments. When 
negative viewpoints persist even after revisions have been 
made, issuance of the standard will be delayed. A manu- 
facturer, for example, might leel that he must divulge 
trade or company secrets to release enough information 
to prepare a standard. Or he may feel that the standard 
would require quality that would be overlooked by the 
consumer and thus would noi justify higher production 
costs. 

Sometimes a standard will be delayed because a 
manufacturer feels that advances are being made so fast 
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that the standard will become obsolete before or soon 
after ,t is issued. It should be emphasized, however Z 
voluntary standards are not binding; the manufacture 
can offer more  than  the standard  requires, and  the 
consumer can demand more. Voluntary standards are 
thus less limiting and more adaptable Z specmcneed 

Since voluntary standards involve compromises  it i 
doubtful that the perfect standard from both con« m 
and producer  viewpoints could  be formulated   W 
consumers  for example, might desire a feature thaYthe 
producer felt added too much to the manufacturing a ,T 
A cornprom.se  would have ,o be reached. Th    newer 
of pubhc „pin,on. however, cannot  be overlooked 
enough consumers wan. added quality m the fo• „f 
extra features, producers would have to y.ek   „•mi 
way. Often, several lines of value w,ll be offer d,nX 
automobile mdustry. for example, it is a common practice 
toproduce several variations of a specific car: some off 

Eres     " ,rans^rtal"w-"hi'e others prov.de added 

Compromises are also necessary when two or more 
producers or two or more consumers have difforme 
views   A standard involving "deep-drawing" s"| 

t?Pwh:,herd haVC 1 be Ì,aePUlhle '" a" *•«•i steel,   whether   manufacturers   of  automobiles,   truck 
bodies or house trailers. The voluntary standard there 

P:
rrLtt°ed!eS a USab,e Plan rather than a the-S 

Compulsory standards 

tornissi81'0" 1 a COmpU,SOr> Standard is "»"da- tory. Neither manufacturing nor consumer interests are 
g.ven the choice of whether to adhere to the standard 

•i:Til°r S,ate leVel;theSe sta"d-ds le ut y issued as laws   or as regulations based on laws   and 

Compulsory standards are usually created by a govern 

ûï utCh r rdyr°r i0• regU,aU^ «•P *Ä 
bodv Ä   /        °r edÌCt ÌSSUed by the P°li,ica' body. The standard may be written by an individual or 
commutée appointed by the political body o 
political  body  as   a whole. Producer and  consume? 
groups concerned may not be consulted and criK 
comments do not have to be considered. The  tXds 
thus.might not allow for varying interests. ' 

When compulsory standards are used in all areas they 

han  h Imi T°Vat'T The native process is s oweï 
be ter mn°'U ¿ry ^ ^ ^ the ¡«^mentation o 
better more efficient standards. Moreover, a govern- 

ivi, gTì Cann0t be aS kn°wledgeable aboutTn•. 
lacturmg techniques as manufacturers themselves  siïce 

cannöt°ld,reC,ly '"^ in ^d^^ a gov« 
cannot be aware of all p.oduction complexées. 

However, compulsory standards have great value for 

?Unrttn8
hi

hf heflth' Safe
f
ty- a"d welf^ of the public 

t « m the best mterests of the public, for example if 

íanH 'T K°pt,on alIowed for a manufacturer to ignore a 

Är,dinablÍSheS "* "^ °f "> ^ 
In the United States, many safety standards are issued 

Numerous   local   governmenial   groups    ,re   ,|sn   ,„ 
operation to set up local reflations   1,1       v      , pq|;r,..„;„ .   .    ' H.I.IIKIIIOI1S.   In   | os  Alllie es 
Ca .forma, certa.n types of producís mav not be soli 
unless they meet specified safety require,, cn,s     le ," 

K ndlSt tTmus' WJM
 'h«««¿u.Ku! wi.il icsieu lor safe operation. 

The   very   basic   standard   designatili)!   systems   ,,f 
measurement  ,s compulsory  „,  n,os,  e.u.n )n ' 
contusion could result ,f ,„«„. would be com m n 

agreement on the meaning of measureme, , r• Bv 
standardi/mg the exact unit of measureme, ,| • I!e! 
meiit ensures that ,t has a common mean,,« ^i•" 

HOW    S.AMMRDS    ARI:     lwi)    IN     „„     M| , ^„„^ 

INDI SIRV 

The importance and use of both voluntary and com 
pu^ory standards in the metalworking induL ry ? brZ 

nítí   h\en,C°TSSing not °nl> ,hc ^"«1 Prod c 
Phases bu, also the planning and construction^i mus, 

reteiences by all departments and facilitate production 
procedures by eliminating misunderstandings Siandirds 
for use throughout the metal-working industry p "Ta 
means for maintaining quality products and encLaginí 
continued product improvement. Moreover, indi d al 
companies can benefit from sharing common experience 
andjoint y solvingcommon problems. National s£ d\ d 

St :r-rmT,n SOlV"lg of proWcms ,h;" • * 
SIHH""8    COmpany °r induslry- 'emulating 
sTues can íÍS.TanSíhat *" °rder'y a^wh "' «»si issues can be taken. International standards, likewise 

provide a basis for trade between countries 
AH four levels of standardization   company, indus- 

si   national and international-  contribute  much  to 
the development of a metalworking industry 

The extent of standards usage in each area, of course 
•s Predicated on the degree of sophistication and develop! 
ment of the country and the industry. Although total 
standardization might not be required in the beginning 
knowledge of ,t can facilitate planning for when it wiN 
be necessary. 

Plant construction 

In the United States and ir many other countries. 
State or local laws set requirements for permissible build- 
ing occupancy; size, location and number of exits- 
stairwell; hreproofing; exhaust systems' etc 

Without such standards, individual companies would 
have to design factories incorporating safety features 
which might or might not be adequate. A tragic occur- 
rence in New York City some fifty years ago led to 
mandatory State safety standards for fire exits  At that 
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time, a tire in a building in the garment district resulted in 
many deaths when inadequate exits prevented many of 
the workers from escaping. Had safety standards been 
in force at that lime, the tragedy could have been avoided. 

National electrical standards are extremely important 
to an industrial nation. Without a uniform system of 
establishing and using power sources, the task of develop- 
ing industry is greatly hindered. Likewise, adherence to 
standards when installing the electrical system of a new 
factory is essential if the factory is to be able to use the 
power. 

In addition, standards for proper lighting for particular 
kinds of factory operations facilitate planning and ensure 
that an employee has sufficient light to perform a task. 
Emergency lighting procedures should also be considered. 

State and national standards regulate certain plumbing 
facilities, detailing minimum requirements lor size and 
location of rest rooms, screening of exits, washing facili- 
ties, and the like. These, of course, must be considered 
in factory construction. Again, the existence of broad 
requirements on a national or industrial level facilitates 
construction planning and ensures at least minimum 
requirements. 

The problem of waste disposal and sewage treatment 
grows as industriali/alio i increases, and often becomes 
almost impossible to solve if it reaches serious pro- 
portions. National, state, or local standards regulating 
this phase of industry should be given careful considera- 
tion at an early phase of industrial development. Ex- 
perience in the more developed countries has shown that 
the time to act on industrial pollution is before it begins. 
Specified limits and procedures should be agreed upon 
before pollution becomes a serious problem. 

Standards for testing water purity can ensure that 
enough safe water exists at a proposed site for normal 
supply requirements and for a reserve supply for fire 
protection. 

Although standards do not usually mandate the 
temperatures to be maintained by heating and cooling 
systems, standard practices should be kept in mind when 
designing the systems. For example, in the United Stales, 
northern factories are heated to 72 I., and southern 
factories are air-conditioned to about the same tem- 
perature. In English factories, however, the custom is to 
heat to 60 F. Heating and cooling thus must be suited 
to local practices. 

Plani equipment 

Machine tools selected for the metalworking industry 
should be built under a standards programme to restrict 
machine varieties to as few as possible. Investment in 
the toolroom and production areas is thus decreased, 
setting up the plant is more convenient and maintenance 
is easier since fewer kinds of replacement parts are 
required. Machine tools should be purchased only if 
they accept standard spindles, tapers, chucks, taps, and 
dies. Safety standards mandated by state or local govern- 
ments and used by the equipment builder ensure maxi- 
mum operator protection Standards for placement of 
equipment ensure correct spacing and aisle widths. 

John E. Wilson 

Production tooling 

Whenever possible, tool designers should make use of 
standard items such as die sets, dowel pins, nuts, bolts, 
drill bushings, drills, reamers and cutting tools. This cuts 
time and money for special designs each time the part is 
to be used. It is much more expedient to agree upon 
uniformity in commonly used items and to document the 
agreement for additional uses. A screw, for instance, can 
be designated by a series of numbers and letters that 
indicate all its specific characteristics to anyone who 
knows the standard. Using a standard item thus frees 
the tool designer for work on improving tooling equip- 
ment and its uses. 

Using standardized steel in tool designing ensures 
uniform machining and heat treating results regardless of 
the supplier. A standard grade of steel is also less expen- 
sive to use, since a steel company can depend upon 
greater quantity sales and thus produce at a reduced 
unit cost. Inventory expenses are also reduced since 
fewer types must be stocked. 

Product engineering 

Standards facilitate product engineering in the areas 
of product development, manufacturing drawings, 
patents, and testing. Product development engineering 
must take into account product standards established by 
industries, customer requirements, recognized testing 
laboratories, and state and federal laws. 

Industry-wide consensus is sometimes a prerequisite 
for product development and design. The United States 
television industry, for example, found it necessary to 
agree on standards for frequency, number of frames per 
second, number of lines per frame, degree of definition 
and other technical matter« before it could present the 
product to the consumer. This ensured that all receivers 
regardless of the manufacturer would receive television 
images from any transmitters built by any manufacturer. 
Without this standardization, television could not have 
begun as a commercial enterprise. 

Another example illustrates the advantage of early 
standardization by sin .wing what happens without 
planning. In 1875. Sholes, (¡lidden and Densmore, 
inventors of the first succeisful typewriter, conceived the 
keyboard arrangement that is still in common use for 
the English language. Although their design '.vas based 
on the frequency of letter usage and the most common 
character sequences, it gave little if any attention to the 
arrangement that would provide maximum ease, speed 
of operation and even loading for the two hands. They 
made a list of the frequency of juxtaposition with which 
letters in the language occurred, and the letters which 
occurred together most frequently were placed as far 
apart as possible to eliminate key jamming. 

For the next ninety years, there were many suggestions 
for a new keyboard: double keyboards, the arcuate 
keyboard, the six-row keyboard, the "ideal" keyboard 
of 1890-1900, the Dvorak keyboard of 1935-1945, and 
others. In the latter period, serious attention was given 
to keyboard arrangement from the standpoint of ease 
and speed of operation. By then, however, it was im- 
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possible to effect a change. So the basic typewriter key- 
board for the English language is still the straight-row 
keyboard developed by Sholes almost a century ago If 
the policy ol standardization by consensus had been 
known and used then, a more efficient typewriter key- 
board would have resulted. 

Standards must be carefully considered in the develop- 
ment   ol   electrically   powered   products.   Appropriate 
changes musi be made for domestic and foreign markets 
allowing for variances in  voltages and power outlets 
National standards of measurement are also important in 
the  design  and calibration  of machine tools.   A  dial 
calibrated for inches, foi example, would have little use 
il the basic national standard was of a different system 

The development engineer should be trained to make 
maximum use of standard stock parts, such as screws 
nuts, rivets, and ball, roller, and plain bearings, to get 
maximum use of time, money and materials. For the 
same reasons, he should use materials that have been 
manufactured   to  standards   regulating  physical   pro- 
perties such as thickness, hardness, and composition 
Reducing the total kinds of parts means, too, that .«place- 
ment parts can be stocked easily throughout a country 

Development  engineering   must   provide   for   inter- 
changeab.lity by establishing the proper tolerances and 
specifications for use in manufacturing. The practice of 
tolerances is well established and is used in accordance 
with   product  requirements   to   maintain  interchange- 
ability, quality performance, long life and reliability 

Manufacturing drawings are the communications 
med.um frr the metalworking engineering department 
I he drawings convey detailed specifications such as heat 
treating, plating, polishing and painting and include 
special instruction for adjusting, testing, etc. Drawings 
must be und stood easily, completely and uniformly 
expressed, ar.J as brief as possible. Drawing standards 
ensure this by setting up a uniform system of drawing 
si/es, line conventions, lettering, scale, projection 
dimensioning tolerances, surface finish, etc. Preparation 
ol basic drafting standards by the national standards 
group can smooth the standardization process of 
companies and industries. 

Patent applications and drawings should conform to 
standard   practices regulating  format and processing 
l hese standards are often compulsory and are usually 

; issued by governmental sources. In the United States 
• the Department of Commerce through its Patent Office is 
J the source of patent procedures. If applications are made 
I in other countries which participate in the International 
»latent Convention, they must  be processed according 
» to procedures established by the convention. 
.In  some countries, national or private laboratories 
'est products for performance against established stan- 
dards. Acceptance by the laboratories assures the cus- 
"mer that the product has passed certain safety and 
-•liability tests. Approved by these laboratories is acccp- 

1   m   some  instances instead  of approval  by  local 
sectors. An example in the United States is the Under- 

•• ncrs Laboratories which tests electrical products for 
••et;    Although this is a privately operated testing 
L'Hty,  its approval is accepted in all areas in the 

1:1 

tion is the Canadui United States. A similar ore-mÍ7-iti (¡.„„J,,,    .        . 3 m"'11 tTfedni/dtiuu i> un- i anadian 
Standards Association which oversees electrical instai- 
ation. and safety features of electrical equipment 

throughout Canada. H   ' 

Manufacturing 

Almost two centuries ago. the application of inter- 
changeable parts manufacture revolutionized manu. 
factoring practices. About 1800. fcli Whitnev. a famed 
American inventor, began manufacturing muskets for 
the Government so that the parts could be used inter- 
changeaby. Until that time, products were individually 
made and repair parts had to be speciallv tilted 

The benefits of interchangcabilitv. however, are lost 
without the use of standards to measure component 
uniformity. Standards. ,n fact, make interchangeab.liiy 
possible. Today, the application of tolerance standard's 
establishing allowable variations is a prime requirement 
m all companies in the metalworking industry. Tolerances 
are selected to provide a given function at the proper 
cost performance and reliability. Most tolerance 
standards are established by the individual company to 
suit a particular product. Generally, the wider the toler- 
ance the less expensive the product; the closer the 
tolerance the more precise the product and the higher the 

Tolerance standards coupled with modern processes 
and equipment are the basic requirements for low-cost 
mass production. As an example, the cost of a manual 
portable typewriter made by hand by skilled mechanics 
in a model room would be approximately S16.000 After 
high production tooling and the use of standards 
however, the same machine in volume production would 
cost less than $50. 

• Work standards in manufacturing engineering establish 
the time standard for all operations and the method for 
performing each operation. Adjustment and inspection 
operations must  also  be standardized. 

Manufacturing specifications detailing these require- 
ments should be expressed briefly and simply, but should 
be complete and to the point. These spécifierions protect 
all concerned: they give management the dt sired product 
at the proper cost and protect the workman from unjust 
criticism if he has followed the specifications. 

Purchasing 

Purchasing is no longer just a matter of placing an 
c - der for goods. A request for three tons of steel means 
little to a supplier without an exact description of the 
desired composition, strength, etc. No manufacturer can 
succeed unless he can be assured of the raw materials he 
needs at a price that will allow him to produce at a profit 
If the materials are of higher quality or of closer toler- 
ances than needed, production cost, will rise. If they are 
of lower quality, product quality will sufici because of 
frequent breakdowns and repairs. 

Using a standard not only results in the acquisition of 
the right materials, but also in saving time, since the 
next time the goods are purchased the standard can be 
used again. Consistency is maintained, and a new 
description does not have to be prepared. 
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When a company adopts a standard stock catalogue 
from which basic supplies are ordered, company decisions 
are co-ordinated and simplified. Lower inventories 
result, since fewer kinds of parts are needed and goods 
can be purchased at the lower rates for quantity buying. 
Maintenance is simpler, inspection easier and workman- 
ship better. One company, for instance, purchases one 
type of cold-rolled steel from which it makes almost 
eighty different parts. The characteristics of the steel are 
thoroughly known and fewer types of machines are 
required to manufacture the parts. 

Large quantity purchasing helps not only the manu- 
facturer but also his supplier who can produce more and 
sell at lower costs. 

Similar savings can be effected through an industry- 
wide purchasing standard. For example, United States 
oil companies were plagued with a common problem 
involving the purchasing of underground gasolene tanks 
for use by service stations. Each company had its own 
type of tank. A meeting involving representatives from 
all concerned resulted in an agreement on a standard 
u iderground tank, thus benefiting both purchaser and 
supplier. 

National standards in purchasing have increased in 
importance and acceptance as industrial technology has 
increased. Use of a national standard which is revised 
periodically can often effect a savings. In one instance, a 
company discovered that its own internal specifications 
for steel purchasing were not only outdated but were 
increasing costs by calling for a type of steel processing 
no longer in common use. The specification had been 
valid and even necessary years before, but had no 
application in modern industry. Adopting an existing 
national standard resulted in immediate savings. 

Production and inventory controls 

There are many standard procedures by which a metal- 
working company can control procurement of materials, 
manufacture or purchase of parts and production of 
final units. The procedures depend on the volume of 
material, parts and units required in a given lime. 
Low-voiume production can be handled with a few simple 
controls, while high-volume production requires sophisti- 
cated controls. 

A simple system would include such information as lot 
sizes, reorder points and inventory records. A lot size 
is the amount of material or parts manufactured or 
purchased in one order. The size of the lot is established 
after study of the unit cost, monthly usage and time 
required to make or buy. 

A reorder point is the minimum quantity of material or 
parts on hand at the time of a replacement order. Reorder 
points are based on rate of usage and time required to 
obtain the next order. 

Inventory records are maintained showing orders 
received, withdrawals, and current inventory for all 
parts, supplies -and raw materials. 

Control of product quality 

At each phase of the manufacturing process, product 
quality must be carefully checked, a task that can be 

accomplished only if a basis for evaluation in the form of 
standards has been documented and agreed upon. This 
control begins with purchasing of raw materials and 
continues to a final check of the finished product. 

Like all standards, those in purchasing include a means 
by which incoming goods can be evaluated for accept- 
ability. In the production phase, when raw materials are 
converted to finished goods, quality standards again 
provide a means for measuring the goods against an 
acceptable norm. It should be noted that the standards 
for quality in manufacturing are somewhat flexible; they 
allow for some deviation from the tolerances specified in 
the standard when it is wholly impractical to do otherwise. 

The standards for manufacturing product components 
are generally set a bit higher than really needed to main- 
tain the desired quality of the finished product. Thus, 
some leeway is allowed to accommodate production 
problems, and a set procedure is generally established 
through which all those concerned are notified, in 
writing, of the plan to deviate from the standard. 

Because of these provisions for variances, the standard 
allows some creativity in the production process. A new 
way can be tried as an experiment and if it proves feasible 
and more practical it can be implemented by revising the 
standard. 

Standards must also be used to sample the finished 
product to ensure that the desired quality is met and that 
the product performs as desired. Again, certain toler- 
ances should be allowable to provide for the proper 
balance between the perfect product that the sales unit 
might desire, and the need for expediting production to 
keep manufacturing costs at a minimum. Safety features, 
product use, the cost of replacing parts whose perform- 
ance is guaranteed, and many other considerations must 
be made to arrive at a suitable product quality. 

Product testing must be performed under conditions 
comparable to those under which the item is designed to 
function. A product to be used on a boat, for example, 
should be tested in a marine environment. 

Since it is usually impracticable to test each article, 
a method must be defined for selecting test specimens. 
Special care must be taken that the sample is truly 
representative of the final product. Some raw materials, 
for example, are purchased in bulk lots and vary in 
quality at different points in the lots. The test specimen 
must be made up of a combination of raw materials 
taken from various parts of the lot purchased. 

The role of statistical analyses in selecting test speci- 
mens should be carefully considered. Many textbooks 
explain this concept in detail; in addition, the American 
Society for Testing and Materials has available several 
booklets on sampling and probability. 

Personnel administration 

Personnel administration in metalworking industries 
includes several responsibilities that make use of estab- 
lished national, industrial and company standards. 
National and local safety standards apply to guarding 
machines,plant housekeeping, elevator designs,stairwells, 
exits, fire hazards, fire alarm and sprinkler systems, 
ventilating systems, water supply etc. 
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In larger manufacturing operations, company stan 
dards are established for wage and salary administrât ons" 
Ingenerai they include job descriptions jo• lua on, 
labour grades and wages or salaries. evaluat,°ns, 

Labour standards are usually established for durèrent 
^* nat.on.1 or local regulation or by the £%£ 

It is the responsibility of the medical department m 
measure the  physical fitness of new empk y "    n ' 
company against established sta,. .,,,ls. to niakc Sr odf 

srsrwhen required by ,aw and !o ^Aï 
( 'osi accounting 

Company standards are used in factory accounting for 
con ro.  ng and measuring the manufacturing   p    ui > 
A   tandard cost representing an estimate of the        I 
cost ol producing an item ,s established before pmduc 
« begun Once the item is manufactured, the Sé 
compared w„h the actual cos, ,„ determine whcTcnhc 
production is profitable. 

An annual operating budeet to plan company financing 
proMdes a similar measurement for the"o£ "don ofZ 

In addition, factory accounting establishes stand .rd 
procedures for inventory and operating records   ôthïî 

PROBLEMS OF THE DEVELOPING ( <H NTRIES 

The problem of standardization in the metalworkin* 
mdustr.es of developing countries is part oTthoyeÎ all 
process o, industrialization that is often s ymied by ¡h 

political,  economic  and  social  environment     Funda 
mentais such as national language, resources  and tefh 
nolog-cal experience arc sometimes no. as sopnistiSed 
ma devclopmg country as modern technology reguíres The obst   ic    hüwever are not djss.m gy    qu re . 

have faced other nations at similar stages in the r dey 
lopment   Once the problems have been id",     éd   .e" 
approaches to solving ,hem can be illumined b^   Íe 
penences of other countries. 

The description of standards usage in modern meni 
w«rk:ng 'ndustrie» shows that mu!* expíen« 7s «" 
qu«red   to  analyse   technological  areas  for   s and.,   " 

wmT       3 •Ped,.ment finer than an aid and those m 
which standard.zat.on is permissible bu not requ red 

i>r  rdCe
v:î

qU,red f0r indUStrial success 'eaves liïïet me 
me oÍ «ITZ COUn,ry t0 deVe'°P this experienced s7    of thc o|der countries did throueh  dec.de« „r 

•ndustna evolution. Other sources must be consulted 
industry is to be developed fast enough To tZdt0 

minent place in the industrial world P 

countrilrSÍÍ "h"1?r °f Sk,lled technicmns in de^«Ping 
'ramme    uL        ^ '" Pr°duCÍn« a stand^ds pro 
I aHabe '  Mtmüontí assi^nce  is readily 

Ì2Ì 

Äzst: "f ****** •">• « 

u„ . •••¿•"•è, iiiiui Wim ol  er coiinirn-v 

development. It would he foolish for • • ,„ l
f
,,dUs,rial 

standards ,hi„ are bcyo 7he t ". bi,•'? '" ^ 

industry; th.s would «W furthcX ^ Ì" '" n'ce 

wiiTb^a.<¡er!l,al,0n ^ <• ^ -^0^ 

The information in the following section outlines the 

Sneer WhÍCh !he dew,»P»'A-«un,ries ^ 
St  m , dPiCPrmg a f'nd;,rds P"*•»"* that wiS rwnefit  metalworking  industries. 

WHAl  IS AVAII ABI •    l<)m.l)»All,,p,S(i(1,lNIR||s., 

fomÄ1-^ rK,l,Vn;"  n,c,a,*^'-n8 standards  is a 
formidable job lor developing countries, h«. one tha 

Cornes casier with the^vailability of cisti«, sta d^ 
which   can   be  adapted.   Almost  all   of ,nc  standards 
e„ of the world ,s available ,o th. díveío ^ 
nuions. Tim experience ,s documenled ,n .housands „f 

EnniÌ,*^ technical works, Irom short papers to books 

naSn-fî     P"'? COU",ritfS ma> pnKUK sU"ulard> '>»•" national standards organizations in many other countries 
The Am Standards Association automatically sends' 
copies of American standards ,0 more than IM) standards 
groups in olher countries. lana.irus 

The United Nations, through its symposia, is another 
source of  standards assistance.   Bv   bringing c    ntr.í 

ih Ft ?ab,,shed standards VMcms tocher S 
hose which do not and by providing a wealth of technical 

information at these meetings, the United Nat" ms 

ÄrV*   ,mPOnanCC   0l   ^»"dardi/ation   an" 
in« aïïl     Crea!,,,,n .ornali"nal W«»- The proceed- 
ings and recommendations of United  Nations meetings 
are readily available in several languages, as are a ¿a 
number of „s other publications dealing with indus riat 

1L.  °reXamp,C' VenCS °'" manual>- L""*'ning 
echn cal information about the establishment of new 

industrial projects has, been prepared 

The United Nations Industrial Development Organiza- 
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tion is responsible for United Nations activities in 
standardization. Besides giving technical assistance 
through meetings and seminars, United Nations aid 
includes helping establish standardization institutes 
throughout the world. The Technical Standards National 
Institute in Paraguay, for example, prepares standards 
and research dealing with quality in products. Its services 
are available to the governments and industries of 
developing countries. 

Through the United Nations, some twenty countries 
in recent years have received assistance through studies 
made by United Nations experts. The reports from the 
experts are transmitted through the United Nations. 

Training and fellowship programmes in standardization 
and quality control are also sponsored by the United 
Nations and are available io any of" the developing 
countries. 

Future plans call for an expansion of programmes as 
well as increased co-operation with international 
standards groups. These international standards organiza- 
tions have provisions for helping developing nations to 
establish standards systems. They include the Inter- 
national Organization for Standardization (ISO), the 
International Electro-technical Commission (IEC). the 
International Bureau of Weights and Measures, and the 
International Commission on Rules for the Approval ot 
Electrical Equipment (CEE). 

One of the most influential of these groups in the 
general fields of industry and engineering is the Inter- 
national Organization for Standardization, a non- 
governmental body which prepares standards for its 
members and publishes them in English. French and 
Russian. Its purpose, as stated in part in its constitution, 
is to "promote the development of standards in the world 
with a view to facilitating international exchange of 
goods and services and to developing mutual co-operation 
in the sphere of intellectual, scientific, technological, and 
economic activity". These are voluntary standards. 
However, because the recommendations represent a 
consolidated opinion of important trading nations, the 
standards are especially worthy of note by developing 
nations who wish to enhance their position in world 
commerce. 

The ISO is comprised of national standards organiza- 
tions from fifty-one countries who work together to 
produce standards acceptable to all members to facilitate 
international commerce. Standards groups representing 
some nations are voluntary and non-governmental in 
nature, such as the American Standards Association of 
the United Slates; others are governmental, such as the 
Korean Standards Association, Ministry of Commerce 
and Industry for Korea. It should be noted that the ISO 
has made it possible for developing countries who have 
not yet organized a national standards group to obtain 
correspondent membership. Upon payment of annual 
dues, correspondent members may attend any ISO 
technical meetings and may recei\e, free, ISO publications 
to a certain total face value. Additional publications 
may be purchased at a discount. 

Ine ISO is now considering more than a hundred 
projects through the work of its active technical com- 
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mittees which are responsible for developing recom- 
mendations for international standards. Any ISO 
member may request that a technical committee be 
established to consider an international standard. The 
committee is made up of ISO members appointed on 
the basis of technical interest. Members who do not wish 
to participate actively in a project may be designated as 
observers so that they can be kept informed of the 
project's progress. 

Once a draft has been drawn up by a committee, it is 
circulated to all member groups for comments. If 60 
per cent of the members voting approve the draft, it is 
sent to the ISO governing council and, if the council 
approves, it becomes un official ISO recommended 
standard. 

That so many nations with divergent industrial uses 
and customs must accept the standard means that the 
intent of ISO standards is to establish minimum require- 
ments. Still, they are beneficial to developing countries 
for use in international trade or as a guide for preparing 
national standards. Some twenty-two nations, for 
example, have been able to work out an international 
code for boilers with jackets of carbon steel. The code 
establishes uniform material specifications, rules of 
construction, methods of inspection and certification. 
Developing nations which import equipment will benefit 
from this standard in particular because it provides a 
common basis for commercial competition. 

Preliminary approval has also been given to an ISO 
recommendation on standards for freight containers. The 
standard would enaole freight containers to be trans- 
ferred between land and sea carriers without rehandling 
the contents. 

Regional groups have also made significant contribu- 
tions in standards implementation. 

The Pan American Standards Committee (PASC), for 
example, has brought together representatives of 
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Peru, Uruguay, 
Venezuela, United States, Costa Rica, Guatemala! 
Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama and El Salvador. Their 
aim is to propose continent-wide standards to stimulate 
internal and external trade in Latin America. The 
committee works towards basic standards in fundamental 
symbols, units and magnitudes; ferrous metallurgy; 
building materials; electrical engineering; rail and road 
transportation ; textiles, and food and cattle products. It 
is significant that the PASC has received vital assistance 
and co-operation from the International Standards 
Organization, the International Electrotechnical Com- 
mission, the American Standards Association and United 
States industry. 

The standards used in the older, more developed 
countries can be examined through several other means 
besides active participation in an international organiza- 
tion. Through educational exchange programmes, for 
example, young engineers can study in countries which 
have advanced systems of standardization. Often, these 
young people are given the opportunity to apply what 
they have learned by working in the country in which 
they were educated. In this way, they can acquire a 
practical knowledge of the application of standards in a 
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particular field. Sine, many of ihese young people are 
sponsored by their governments, they can be directed to 
obtain proficiency in an area such as standards to ensure 
that information is brought home for use in preparing a 
national standards system. 

The Indian Standards Institution provides training in 
the held of standards engineering that is open to develop- 
ing nations; in Prance, the Association pour l'organi- 
sation des stages en France and the Association Française 
de normalisation provide group training in standard- 
ization. 

Since one reason for instituting national standards is to 
become better equipped for world trade, a developing 
country can send a commission to study the standards 
system of a country with wbi.h it expects to have com- 
mercial relations. If it is feasible for the developing 
country to make its standards of production compatible 
with those of another country, the materials it produces 
will be immediately usable by that country and a basis for 
trade will be establuhed. 

Many of the highly developed countries will sponsor 
study groups from developing nations, providing in- 
formation and assistance that can be used for establishing 
standards for international trade or internal use 

It is also possible for a developing nation to contract 
with a private consultant for various studies and for 
recommendations on how to proceed with a programme 
of national standards. At least one country has already 
used this means for producing a national bureau of 
standards. 

The developing country, too, can benefit from having 
its plants established by manufacturers from older more 
advanced nations. The manufacturer will bring with him 
a broad knowledge of standards and a knowledge of how 
to adapt them. 

Although there are many resources at the disposal of 
developing countries for preparing national standards in 
metalworkmg, care should be exercised before standards 
of other countries are adopted in their entiretv Each 
country and often each area of a country has' special 
conditions that may have precipitated one or more of 
the detailed requirements of -x standard. If these con- 
ditions do not exist in the developing country, conformity 
to the standard may be difficult and may cause problems 
rather than solve them. 

Voltage requirements for electricity, for example, vary 
from country to country. A 120 volt, alternating current 
60 cycle appliance can be used anywhere in the United 
Mates, but not in some fifty other countries. If a deve- 
loping nation adopted a standard from a country with a 
different voltage system without taking the difference 
into consideration, the standard would be virtually 
useless. Likewise, a standard for a metal product contain- 
ing bearings produced for a temperate region would be 
valueless for a tropical climate. 

Each country should therefore carefully determine its 
standards. For international trade, it must obtain 
knowledge of the standards of other countries to establish 
a common basis for buying and selling. For internal 
consumption, it must develop standards that give its 
citizens what they need and want and at the same time 
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provide the metalworkmg industry with standards,, can 
accept pract.cably. I, is imporlant ,ha, slandards ¡J 

adopted that will encourage the development a 
healthy and profitable manufacturing industry and that 
will not be a hindrance later. 

CONCU-SIONS AM) RKOMMINIMIIONS 

If developing nations are  to achieve the degree of 
industrialization  in   metalworkmg lhat   is  required  to 
provide goods for both internal and external consump- 
tion, they must have a system of standards   experience 
has shown that production methods become harder u, 
change   as   the   industry   becomes   more   complex    A 
comprehensive study in the beginning phases of mdtis.nal 
development will net fewer costly mistake*. Perhaps an 
example of the delay caused   by a  lack  of adequate 
standardization proves this best: the manufacture of the 
first rotary steam engine in the United States was hin- 
dered for almost ten years because its developers were 
unable to get pistons and cylinders that fitted each other 

I he early adoption of standard sizes of metalworkmg 
materials will allow the design of many products, based 
generally on a limited number of s.zes of rounds, squares 
and other standard shapes; a limited number of thick- 
nesses and widths of sheet, strip, and plate; and a limited 
number of finishes. Time and money will not be wasted 
on the constant  resolving of common  problems   An 
engineer in company A need not spend time developing 
a screw that will fit a part provided by company B if both 
companies adhere to a common standard. By establishing 
and using a system of national standards, it is possible to 
ensure that a bolt will match a nut. (hat an electrical plug 
will f,t an outlet, and that a lamp bulb w.ll screw into a 
socket regardless of what company manufactures the 
product or where and how in the country it  is used 
Engineering  time can   be  more  efficiently   ulili/ed to 
provide better products and better product  uses   and 
duplication of effort will be minimized. 

A nation's industry will benefit from the exchange of 
information resulting from discussions for establishing 
standards. A more adequate and more complete solution 
will be effected when many are involved in developing 
it. Problems that may be pending in ihe future for one 
company may already be present in another; an informa- 
tion exchange through standards meetings can often 
provide an expedient means for solving the problems 
Sometimes, too, the exchange of information benefits 
not only the standards problem but also problems in 
other industrial areas, as standards are so basic and 
fundamental. 

Standards in the metalworking industry are requisite 
to three basic phases of industrial production: to modern 
production methods, because they provide for inter- 
changeability and economy; to trade within a country, 
because they enable consumers in all parts of the country 
to use a product; and to trade with other countries, 
because they provide a common basis on which to' 
communicate. 

The difficulties  of running a   manufacturing   plant 
would be compounded immensely if drill shanks came in 
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assorted sizes, if fuses were of non-standard si/es and 

electrical characteristics, if paint were noi uniform in 

consistency and colour: in general, if standards were not 
used. 

Standards, too. facilitate international commerce I or 
developing nations, the task ol establishing .in riuliisir\ 
is eased considerably il (he necessai\ goods .nul raw 
materials arid proccdiiies en be ailapied ¡rom the 

experience ol other nations 1'iohlems can be alleviated 
and equipment more rcadils  obtained 

A dramatic illusion,MI ol the \alue ot standaid- in 

public salcts and welfare is the traged\ .-I the lire that 

occurred in Baltimore Maryland, in IS>04 \ large part 
of the city was destroyed because liretighlmg equipment 
from Philadelphia and New \ oil was unusable the 

hose couplings did mu lit and the equipment could n.-i 

be connected to the water lines. I he experience ol the 
past max not always provide such clear and dramatic 

reasons lor the earls implementation of standa.ds  hut a 

JfllM I   Wllwtn 

careful study ol the past shows the mans tangible ,uu\ 
intangible benefits that result 

The ultimate goal of standards as expressed by ¡he 
American Siandards Association is "in make life in mu 

machine age smiplei. richer and saler" I his ituism took 

decades to gun acceptance in the oldei more developed 

i ountnes I otlas's guatesi indiisinal nations have 
piosed the n \essitv ol staiufauls m indiisin.il success. 

01 just loi existence in I he modem cconmiin siiucluie 
vll technical analsses hase shown that ihe knelils ol 
slandaidt/aii.'ii spie id ihiougiiout i|K economy | |k 

natine .>| the nielalvvoikiug mduslis makes siandauN 
especialls iinpoiiani in its development 

Ihe knowledge and studs ,>l previous nusiak.es as well 
as successes ssill prove henelicial in nations on the hunk 

«>l modem industrial development toda.v Ihe pace now 
svili not allow loi a lonr evolutionary process vMlh its 
lessons ol trial and en m (he need is immediale and 
must  not be  ignored 
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